Authentic Africa Safari Experience

PRIVATELY GUIDED SAFARIS

WHAT IS A PRIVATE OR
SPECIALIST GUIDE?
A privately guided Safari is
one where your dedicated
guide creates an exclusive and
personalized experience for
your family or travel group. This
includes destination selection,
logistics, administration as well
as the overall Safari experience.
Over an above that your Safaria
Guide is an expert in the
surrounding landscape and
creates a unique storyboard and
narrative designed around your
personal Safari expectations.
Your experience becomes an
entirely customized one focusing
on your personal interests,
needs and desires.

WHY USE A PRIVATE SAFARIA GUIDE?
This is a unique service designed to take all the administrative work and logistics out
of arranging your safari. Safaria offers advice, knowledge, and experience to guests
wanting a hassle-free safari. We offer this to corporate organizations, families with
children and couples looking for an exclusive safari breakaway.
Your Private Safaria Guide becomes the personal liaison between you and the national
parks, private reserves, and safari lodges. We ensure that your every need from
dietary requirements, to personal experiences, childcare, disabilities, photography,
astronomy and special interests are catered for.
Our goal is to create an experiential Safari that engages our guests in the African
wilderness whilst also providing much needed rest and relaxation. We introduce our
guests to bush craft, animal tracks and signs, reptiles and of course game drives and
walking safaris. Your Private Safaria Guide leverages the local rangers and trackers to
establish a very specific storyboard that is designed to enrich your experience.
Your Private Safaria Guide becomes your personal liaison, wilderness specialist,
familiar face, storyteller and host. This personal touch ensures that you learn more,
see more, understand more and ultimately have a deeper and more connected
experience with Africa and its cultures and wild spaces.

CONTACT US FOR A PERSONALIZED SAFARI EXPERIENCE IN THE GREATER KRUGER NATIONAL PARK AND PRIVATE RESERVES.

Contact us +2783 5567249 – info@safaria.co.za - www.safaria.co.za

